Golgi Apparatus: Return to Sender
FRAMING ANALOGY
Tension mounted in the post office of Rabbit Ridge, West Virginia as Tom
Esterhaus, owner of “Tom’s Tolerable Wines”, confronted Bob Martin, the town’s
only postal worker, over a mismanaged shipment of rhubarb wine.
“Dang it, Bob, that woman from Riverside kept me on the phone over an hour
yakking away and claiming I ruined her wedding ‘cause she couldn’t serve rhubarb
wine to her guests. She said she would dismember me and everyone in town if she
ever passed through here again, and quite frankly I believe her, she was a fierce
looking woman. You can bet she asked for her money back too! I consider that you
owe me that money, and I oughta point her your way too if she ever comes through
here again. ‘There’s the man that wrecked your wedding,’ I’ll say.”
“I’m so sorry, Tom. I think I figured out where things went wrong. That wine
was addressed to 14 Main
Street in Riverside. I forgot
to put the ZIP code on the
order, but I figured how
many towns called Riverside would have a 14 Main
Street? Who was to know
that things would turn out
like this? Live and learn, I
guess. Incidentally, if you
want that money from me
you’ll have to pry it from
my cold dead hands.”
“That’s a double
bonus as far as I’m concerned. You ignorant goof,
Riverside is the most common town name in America. 46 of the 50 states have
one. That wine could be
anywhere from Riverside,
Maine to Riverside, Montana, but whichever state
it is I won’t be getting any
orders from there again.
This bonehead move of
yours could put me out
of business! What I really
oughta do is force you to
drink the next batch.”
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Scientific Connection:
Without proper targeting information, shipments can never reach
their destination. Street addresses and ZIP codes are the information
that shipping companies use to determine where packages are supposed
to go. The Golgi apparatus is the post office of the intracellular world,
and molecular targeting sequences are the analog to ZIP codes and addresses.
Organelles are easy to think of as businesses staffed by protein
workers. The proteins that work inside of the Golgi apparatus put targeting information onto proteins so that they can be shipped to the appropriate organelle or out of the cell entirely. Unfortunately, all it takes
is one employee like Bob to screw up this targeting information and
prevent proteins from being correctly delivered. There are always consequences—usually negative ones—when a shipment fails to reach its
destination.
THE STORY: THE CONSEQUENCES OF GOLGI DYSFUNCTION
A 6-year-old girl is brought to your office because of difficulty moving. She
has disproportionate facial features, particularly a broad enlargement of the forehead, jaw, and lips—it looks almost as if her face is too large for her head. Her
nose, too, is on the wide and flat side, and her tongue is larger than normal. Her
joints are unusually stiff and rigid and her spine has a prominent curve. Although
she is six years old, she is closer to the size of a three-year-old child, and X-rays
show multiple skeletal deformities. When you feel her abdomen you notice that her
liver is much larger than normal. She exhibits multiple problems with her nervous
system and mental functions. Blood tests reveal a high plasma concentration of
enzymes that should be in lysosomes, not in the blood.

Scientific Connection
This young patient has Inclusion Cell Disease. Also known as I-Cell
Disease, this genetic condition has no cure and typically causes death
in childhood, usually from heart failure. The disease represents a critical
failure in intracellular shipping that is directly linked to problems in the
Golgi apparatus.
Lysosomal enzymes are proteins whose job is to break different
molecules down so that their components can be recycled. If these molecules are not degraded (broken down), they accumulate inside cells,
producing gigantic inclusion bodies in the cytoplasm. These gigantic
inclusion bodies take disproportionate amounts of cellular space and
interfere with the normal functioning of the cell; this in turn causes diseases in multiple systems, leading to the enlarged tissues that are responsible for the multiple deformities associated with this disease. The
combination of stunted growth and multiple deformities of the face and
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bones are collectively known as gargoylism, a condition frequently associated with inclusion body disorders.
I-Cell Disease is caused by a defect in the protein whose job is to
attach a phosphate to mannose residues on lysosomal enzymes. If the
mannose residues are phosphorylated—have a phosphate molecule attached, like the ZIP code on a package—then the lysosomal enzymes
will be correctly targeted to their destination: the lysososmes. In I-Cell
Disease, the mannose residues of these proteins don’t get phosphorylated, so instead of getting delivered to the lysosomes they get shipped
outside of the cell. This is why the lysosomal enzymes show up at high
levels in the blood and why inclusion bodies build up in the cells. Because the proteins never make it to the lysosomes, the lysosomes cannot
do their job as well, and the substances that they should be breaking
down pile up in the cell instead.
This article provides a case study and more in depth description of
the disease: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2495859/
pdf/postmedj00317-0077.pdf

Take Home Message
The Golgi apparatus is responsible for shipping
proteins to their correct destinations. Targeting sequences on proteins are the cellular equivalent of
zip codes and street addresses.
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